
USDC on Coinbase Exchange

Why USDC with Coinbase Exchange?

Multichain support for USDC●

Automated conversion between USD<>USDC
●

Digital stablecoins, like USDC, have rapidly become foundational assets for trading firms and 
market makers.  Stablecoins allow market participants to price assets in a common currency, 
settle almost instantaneously, and retain assets on-chain with less exposure to volatility. 


Coinbase Exchange enables firms to utilize USDC to participate in global crypto asset markets. 

For more information, please contact sales@coinbase.com 1

Multichain support on Coinbase Exchange

Access more of web3 at a fraction of the cost and time. With multichain support on Coinbase 
Exchange, users benefit from a unified balance and order book. Our transfer layer automates the 
bridging process, allowing for faster and cheaper transactions.

Institutional traders are increasingly active across multiple networks 
and dapps, but the process of bridging between networks is 
inefficient . Multichain asset support via Coinbase Exchange allows 
for seamless deposits and withdrawals across Ethereum, Polygon, and 
Solana, with trading and settlement in one order book regardless of 
the chain used to deposit funds. We’ve removed the complexity of 
managing different balances of a single asset across networks with 
one comprehensive, unified balance.



Automated conversion of USDC

Coinbase Exchange offers frictionless use of USDC by unifying USDC with USD balances. 


 Deposit or withdraw USDC via Coinbase Exchange APIs. Exchange users’ accounts have been 
unified and USDC will automatically convert to USD for trading on our unified USD order books. 
The unification of the USD and USDC order books has centralized and deepened liquidity. Users 
can still deposit or withdraw USD or USDC from their unified USD account balance.  Learn more 
about . USD<>USDC Stablecoin Unification

Overview of USDC

Over the past year, the USDC 
market cap has doubled from 
approximately $26 billion to $55 
billion dollars (June 2021 vs. 
June 2022). It currently has the 
fourth largest market cap among 
all digital assets.


Source:  CoinMarketCap


Most transfers of USDC take 
less than six minutes  
depending on the blockchain 
chosen to complete the 
transaction. 


USDC can be a key to 
access defi markets and 
provide an opportunity 
for investors to generate 
yield on crypto assets. 

As a fiat-backed stable coin 
redeemable 1:1 for US dollars, 
USDC can alleviate the potential 
adverse effects of market 
volatility. 

Fast and free transfers


Market Cap

Access to defi Stability

Read more about stablecoins in this paper from  Coinbase Institute: Stablecoins: Coinbase Whitepaper
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